
To whom it may concern,

I am writing a letter of recommendation on behalf of Daley Mathison.

My name is Miquel Gimeno-Fabra and I am Team Manager for the University of Nottingham Electric

Superbike Race Team. We established the team in 2014 but raced with a borrowed bike and an

American rider. Due to lack of performance, three months before the TT 2015 we decided to design

our own bike from scratch and change rider to Daley Mathison. Initially, we chose Daley based on his

outstanding results in the British road racing series as well as his enthusiasm for new projects. At the

time, most of the Team members had no experience in bike mechanics, dynamics or racing, which

added pressure on the rider and his ability to give feedback on the bike.

At present, we are the newly crowned European Champions and are a very serious contender for the

TTzero 2016. Throughout the season, Daley has shown outstanding technical skills both in the track

and outside, as we fully relied on his feedback to turn the bike into the competitive machine that it

now is. Daley is an extremely dedicated racer and a natural born talent. However, to compete at the

highest level in racing, the rider must offer more than shear talent. Daley knows when to push and

when to pace himself, always putting the machine to its technical limits while nursing its mechanics.

Our team has been transformed from a group of engineers working on a voluntary basis to a full

professional race team, which has only been possible due to Daley’s positive attitude and ambition.

Last but not least, Daley has a gift as a people’s person, and quickly earns the respect and love of

competitors, press, sponsors and spectators in a seemingly effortless way.

I have the deepest personal and professional respect for Daley, and sincerely belief that he will bring

a unique energy, passion, ambition and ultimately success to any Racing Team he will join.

If you have any questions about this recommendation, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind Regards,

Dr Miquel Gimeno-Fabra

Research Fellow in Advanced Materials and TM UoN Superbike Team
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